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What can I help you with?
reQall Rover: A Proactive Assistant (2012)
http://youtu.be/pzWofXvIcW0

Apple’s Knowledge Navigator (1987)
http://youtu.be/HGYFEI6uLy0
Vision

 Increasing human capabilities through an **proactive personal assistant** that tells you **what you need to know** and do, and helps you **get it done**
Search-less search

... most people don't want Google to answer their questions. They want Google to tell them what they should be doing next.
It should just wake up and do it
It knows you well enough it can proactively offer suggestions.
Bill Meisel
wmeisel@tmaa.com

Who is Bill

See Bill Meisel's Facebook page

LinkedIn search returned more than one profile match for Bill Meisel, click to view them.

William S. Meisel, Ph.D. Backed by more than 30 years of experience in advanced speech technology and telephony products and markets, Dr. Meisel has been...
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Recent activity of Bill

For more info, see http://www.avios.org. About TMA Associates Bill Meisel's TMA Associates publishes Speech Strategy News, a no-ads, paid-subscription newsletter with 225 monthly issues so far. TMA also

Choose another person

Joshua Neeson
joshua.neeson@gmail.com

Who is Joshua Neeson

Director - XIM Pvt Ltd
Studied Business Management in France
Born California

Director - Storages & Disaster Recovery Service Lines at XIM

Joshua Neeson born in California (9 July 1976) is one of the most prominent and well known personalities in the industry

We have found 18 people in the UK with the name Joshua Neeson.

Recent activity of Joshua Neeson

Like: Artist - Groovaloo
Wed Feb 28, 2011 12:30PM
Activity: Interest - Travelling
Sun Feb 27, 2011 10:00AM

Status: I just unlocked the "JetSetter"
Meeting Prep

Meeting in 600 barber lane, milpitas
Today at 8:00 AM

Before you leave

10 mins drive to 600 barber lane, milpitas (4 mi)
Traffic nearby is good

Today: Partly Cloudy
56°F (Hi: 85, Lo: 56)
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When you are there

Breakfast? Main Street Bagel, 2.8 mi
1708 Oakland Rd, #600, San Jose, CA.
(408) 573-7374
Average Rating: 1.0 (1 Review)

Valley Heating Cooling And Electrical, $288 off, 4.3 mi
$199 For A Complete Home Climate Control Evaluation, Service And Refurbishment With A ROCK SOLID GUARANTEE!, 59% disc (15 more local deals)

Your next meeting is at 10:30
Looks like you'll be late for meeting.
Currently 51 mins drive (43.0 mi)
Chicago Hosts 1st Annual Sevathon, Benefits 4 Charities

Dappled sunshine and shaded woods, along with balmy 77-degree weather provided the backdrop for Chicago’s first annual Sevathon Aug. 21 at the Harms Wood Forest Preserve in Skokie, Ill. The inaugural event took 40 walkers and runners on a five ...
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Mahant attacked in Jammu

Mahant Manjit Singh of Dera Nangali Sahib was attacked by a miscreant ... The locals identified the attacker as Rinku, resident of village Phinder, Bishnah, police said adding that a case has been registered and manhunt is on to apprehend the absconder.
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9 MIT Media Lab Ideas That Are Changing Lives (or Will Soon)

We may not know what the future holds, but we can take a pretty good guess where it will come from: MIT’s Media Lab. The renowned Cambridge workspace throws imaginative people of different disciplines together and encourages them to learn by ...
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Sponsor post: GigaOM readers save 15% on “Socialize: monetizing social media” – West

This October, “Socialize: monetizing social media” – West will bring together business leaders for two days of comprehensive sessions, focused discussion and diverse perspectives on gaming, mobile, marketing and media. The four-track ...
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Mahant attacked in Jammu

Mahant Manjit Singh of Dera Nangali Sahib was attacked by a miscreant ... The locals identified the attacker as Rinku, resident of village Phinder, Bishnah, police said adding that a case has been registered and manhunt is on to apprehend the absconder.
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Spotify doesn’t quite hit the spot

Subscription services have been touted as the future of music for the past decade. But at least in this country, they’ve never taken off. However, a new generation of digital music services have started to crop up that have many tech pundits ...

More

Phillies first to clinch MLB playoff spot

Roy Halladay hurled the 20th shutout of his Major League Baseball career to help the Philadelphia Phillies become the first team to clinch a 2011 playoff berth ...

More
6 actions detected from 80 emails at 2:30 pm Wednesday

**Email Actions**

Below are actionable items that I identified from your Gmail. Learn more

From: Jill
Sub: Heya!!

- Can you pick up the kids?
- Since you'll be near the pharmacy too, could also pick up the kids prescription?
- Please get some maple syrup, pancakes and strawberry cheese cake from The Oven.

From: Colin Smith
Sub: Client visits

- Is the marketing presentation ready for review?
- Remember to get Gary and Andrea along.
- Also please suggest a place where you think we should meet
A robot …

must **obey the orders** given to it by human beings
A robot …

must **obey the orders** given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.
A robot …

1. may **not injure** a human being or, through **inaction**, allow a human being to come to harm.

2. must **obey the orders** given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.
Asimov’s 3 Laws of Robotics

A robot …

1. may **not injure** a human being or, through **inaction**, allow a human being to come to harm.

2. must **obey the orders** given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.

3. must **protect its own existence** as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.